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The theoretidl performance of the turbtie-pro~eller engine with
augmentation by means of compressor-inletwater i?qlection,tail-pipe
burning, and a ccmibinationof the two methods was evaluated. The inves-
%igation covmed altitudes and Maoh numibersrepresenting the most prob-
able range of application for eaoh of the augmentation methods. The
effects on augmentation of variations in compressor and turbine effi-
ciency, compressor pressure ratio, turbine-inlet temperature, and
propeller-plus-gesr effioiency were investigated. The effects of smbi-
ent humidity and temperature and of the degree of evaporation during
oompression were also investigated.
The augmentation fraq either compressor-inletwater injection or
tail-pipe burning varied directly as the compressor pressure ratio and
4 inversely as the turbine-inlet temperature, compressor efficiency, or
turbine efficiency.
For an engine having an unaqgmnted pressure ratio of 8, a turbine-
inlet temperature of 2000° R, and normal compressor and turbine poly-
tropic efficiencies of 0.88, augmentations as great as 95 percent with
water injection and 58 percent with tail-pipe burning were obtained.
Greater augmentation was obtained frm water injection than from tail-
pipe burning under all conditions except for transonic speeds at an
altitude of about 35,000 feet; at this altitude the aqntations were
comparable but the liquid consumption with tail-pipe burning was con-
siderably lower. In the transonic speed range at an altitude of
35,000 feet, augmentations from the individual methods were more than
additive when the methcds were used in canbination. IiQuid consumptlons
for the different augmentation methods were from 3.5 to 9.6 times the
unaqnteil consumption.
A large part of the max- augmentation with water injection at the
.,
compressor inlet would result even if no evaporation occurrgd during
compression.
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Wriations cf embftit relative humidity had sli@t effect on the
degree of aqnt~ion with tier injection. 7
Compressor-inletwater injection maintained standard take-off puwer
with bamperatures as high as 580° R d pressure altitudes up to 7500 feet.
g
ImmDuCmon
Up to the present time little interest has been shown in the aug-
mentation of turbine-propeller sngines beoause this engine type h been
considered less desirable than the turbojet engine for high-speed appli- ,,
oations, and because the take-ofY performance of unaugmented turbine-
propeller-powered aircraft is generally satisfactory. Consequently, the
augmented performarme of turbine-propeller engines has not been thoroughly
investigated men though extensive studies of _hmboJet augmentation have
been made (references 1 to 3).
Theoretical snalyses (reference 4) indicate that at moderatdy high
drspeeds, turbine-propelle’r-powereiaircraft can operate over consid-
erably longer ranges than csn turbojet-powered aircraft, but that this
superiority rapidly diminishes as the airspeed increases. With oontln-
ued progress in the development of high-speed propellers, however, the
highest airspeds at which the turbine-pzwpel.lerengine remains compet-
itive with the turbojet engine till increase, and these two engine types
rosybe competitive h the transonic speed range. In addition, augmen-
tation of the turbine-propeller engine may be desirable for take-off or
climb under adveme conditions (for example, with high ambient tempera-
tures, pressure altitude considerably above sea level, or from short
~). Because of these oonsidwations, a theoretical w~wtion of
turbine-propeller augmentation wss made at the I?iK!ALewis laboratory and
iE present&i herein. The au@entation methods investigated me (1)
compressor-inletwater injection, (2) tail-pipe burning, and (3) oombined
water injection and tail-pipe burning. Each method of augmentation is
evaluatd. at those altitudes and Mach nunibersfor which it is most appli-
cable. The effects of changes in engine desi~ charaut=istics on aug-
mented performance are also shown.
ANAIKm
Scope
Variations in compressor efficiency, mass flow through the engine,
and cmpressor pressure ratio due to water injeotion at the compressor
inlet me taken into account in the analysis. In other aspects of the
investigationthe analysis is restricted to design-point studies. Under ,.,
this restriction, the points presented depict the performances of a
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group d emgines each of which has the componerdw operating tith identi-
cal characteri.sties,rather than the perfomnance of one particular enghe
under varying operating conditions. The method therefore tends to eval-
uate the potentialities of the a-ntation schemes for a fixed set &
engine design and.operating variables. Variations in mass flow, com-
pressor pressure ratio, component efficiencies, and so forth with the
engine operating conditions are not considered. The degree of augmen-
tation possible has, however, been investigated for different values of
the major component efficiencies and engine design variables; conse-
E quently, for a particular engine, M the change in any factor accompeny-CJl ing oparation at an offdesign point is Inmwn, the change in au@entation
resulting from this off-design performance can be esthated from the data
presemkd herein.
At the present stage of development, the axial-flow compressor is
considerd most suitable for turbine-propeller engine application. & a
result, compressor perfomnance characteristics typical of this unit have
been used In the analysis.
Engine characteristics. - The values of the ma~or engine design
variables W component Charaot=istics used in the analysis are given
in the foll.owingtable:
,,
Compressor pressure ratio
Reference value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...8
Additional valu.es. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ’4,16
Turbine-inlet temperature, %
Reference value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...2000
Additional values . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1500, 2500, 3000
Inlet+iiffuser pressure loss, percent of
fnletdynamic pressure. ..o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...8
Compressor normal pol@opic efficiency
Reference value . . . ..o . . . . . . . . . . ..O. . ...0.88
Additional value . 0.83
!l?urbi nepolytrop ica%c~e~c; ““””””””””””””* ““
Reference value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.88
Additional value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.83
Combustion efficiency (basic engine) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.97
Conilmstionpressure ratio, * (p3/p2)
. Reference value,
l?or P3/F2 =8....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.985
For P3/P2 = 4........ ... . . . . . . . . . . . ...0.96
For~/P2 = 16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...0099
Heating value of fuel, Btu/lb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,600
IIMaust-nozzle thrust coefficient . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.96
‘ Additional values used in calculattig the augmented perfomnance are as
follows:
-—.. — - —-——— -—
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T~il-pipe-burner otilet temperate, OR . . . l . . . . . l l l . 3500
Tail-pipe combustion efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.90
Tail-pipe-burner inlet Mach number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2
“
Tail-pipe friction pressure loss, prOpOfifOn of
Qnsmicp ressurehead. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..2
Temperature of injected water, % . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ...519
Flight conditions investigat~. - Each of the methods of au~enta-
tion wes evaluated for the combinations of altitude and flight Mach num-
ber at which it was most effective or most likely to be appiied. Com-
pressor-inlet water injection wzm consider~ for altitudes from sea level
to 35,000 feet and Mach nunibersfrom O to 1.1. Tail-pipe Imrning was used
for the same altitude range with Mach nmikrs fran O.6 to 1.1. The com-
bination of water injection with tail-pipe burning was evaluated only at
an altitude of 35,000 feet and Mach numbers of 0.9 to 1.1. Augmented
perfozmence at Mach ntiers above 0.9 was evaluated only at an altitude
of 35,000 feet.
Methods
-,, .
Normal engine performmce. - The lasic una~ted engine perfozm-
snce was obtained from direct calculations of the performance of the
individual components using the thermodynamic data and methods of refer- ()
ence 5. This method depends on the determination of the state of the
working fhid during its passage tmo@ We eng~e ~ w fn$ the ent~lpy
and entropy terms h and rp (all synibolsme defined in appendix A).
The shaft power was obtained from tie clifference betieen t~bfne ad
c~ress or ~thalpy changes, and the Jet thrust was calCulated from tie
twbine outlet temperature and the available tail-piye expension pres-
sure ratio. All equations used in the calculations are given in
appendix B. .
Engine pOrformance was computed for several divtsions of power
between the pure turbine-propeller engine and the turbojet engine in
ofier that the optimum division of power for each operating condition
could be determined.
Performance with tail-pipe burning. - The performance of the engine
with tail-pipe burning was detemined. from the basic unaugmented engine
performance. Tail-pipe pressure losses accompanying the burning of the
additional fuel requir~ to attain a temperature of 3500° R were accounted
for and the corresponding jet thrust then calculated.
,’
Perfo~ce with cap ressor-inlet water injection. - b the analy-
sis given herein, the compressor performance with water injection at the
inlet was obtained directly from, or calculated using the method of ,f-
reference 6. The method used therein to dete~ne the compressor per-
formance was briefly as follows:
I
—— —
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Saturation at the compressor inlet was aammed for all operating
conditions. Any evaporative cooling upstresm of the inlet therefore
increased the compressor-inlet gas fluw in accordance with an assured
variation of the corrected.gas flow with corrected engine speed. By
aseuming that the turbine nozzles were choked, the increase in gas flow
through the compremor due to water injection (with complete evaporation
upstream of the turbine) uniquely detemined the accompanying increase
in compressor pressure ratio. The evaporation of water prior to any point
in the compressor lowered the temperature at that point below the normal
value, with a resultant higher blsde Mach number (ratio of blade velocity
to velocity of sound in the air-vapor mixture at that point). The com-
pressor efficiency was then determinedly an iterative process, applied
to successive portions of the compression process, which employed an
assumed variation of compression df’ioiency with blade Mach number. 5e
over-all cmpressor performance was then completely defined in terms of
the increased gas flow and pressure ratio and the decreased efficiency.
All water injected into the compressor was assumed to Ye at a tm-
peratue of 519° R, and sufficient evaporation upstreem of the compressor
was assumed to maintain saturation at the compressor inlet. Unless stated
othermlse, an smbient relative hmidity of 1.0 and continuous saturation
during compression were implied.for all water-injection performance data
presented hereinafter.
All other portions of the ~-turbine cycle were calculated using
the data and methods d reference 5. The only change in the procedure
as oomp=ed with that used for the basic and tail-pipe burning cycles is
the necessity of including enthalpy and entropy terns for the water
vapor contents at all points h the cycle.
??erfomance with compressor-inletwater injeotion plus tail-pipe
bm’ntiq. - The performance with the conibin~ method of augguentationwas
calculated by methods smalogous to those applied to similar portions of
the individual augmentation cyoles, with the inclusion of enthalpy and
entropy terms for the water vapor content for the tail-pipe burning por-
tion of the oycle.
RESULTS AIQDDISCUSSIOIV
The calculated performance faotom for the turbine-pzwpeller engine
for normal and augmented operation are presented in figure 1 for a r~ge
of fli@rt conditions and engine design variables. The factors given in
figure 1 me the ratios of net thrust to normal air flow (where the net
thrust is defined as the jet thrust minus the inlet &mentlnn), shaft
horsepower to normal air flow, and liqtid”flow to nomal air flow. The
data are given as functions of the tail-pipe pressure ratio Y5/po. llrom
these data the engine performance can be ascertained as a funotion of the
6power division %etween the propeller
and gear efficienciesmqy be used to
of the basic ~a augmented cycles.
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and the jet. Any desired propeller
obtain the propulsion potentialities
.
The selected conditions for which data are shown are considered of
major interest insofer as the possible applications & turbine-propeller
augmentation are concerned, and have been included in order that perfoz.m-
~
ante factors for power divisions and propeller-plus-gear efficiencies
Mf’fming from those used in the rmaining discussion may be readily
obtainable.
The general manner in which each of the augmentation methcd.saffects
the performance of the turbine-propeller engine is shown in figure l(b).
Water injection increases the maxhmm tail-pipe pressure ratio attainable,
or increases the shaft horsepower available at a given value of the tail-
pipe pressure ratio. These effects result from the increase in turbine
gas flow with water injection,which gives a higher compressor pressure
ratio, and fram the decreased compressor work required with water injec-
tion. Tail-pipe burning has no effect on the engine shaft power but
increases the thrust considerably because of the higher tail-pipe-nozzle
gas temperature. The combined methds affect the shaft power h exactly
the same manner as water injection alone and increase the thrust somewhat
o
nmre than does tail-pipe burning alone. This greater thrust increase
results because the pressure losses accompanying tail-pipe burning are
less @mrtant at the higher compressor pressure ratios accompanying
water injection. The liquid flow is greatly increasad by each method of
augmentation. The smallest increase is caused by tail-pipe burning and
the largest by the caibined methods of aqqentation.
b order to illustrate conveniently and to discuss some of the more
hnportant considerations accompanying the use of augmentation for turbine-
propeller engines, the remainder of the discussion till be limited to
points representing optimum or near optimum divisions M power between
the propellew and the jet. The m.ethd.of arriving at these optimum
values is shown by figure 2. Jn figure 2, the thrust and shaft power
factors of figure l(b) are conibinedin a single total thrust term for
several dfiferent propeller-plus-geer efficiencies and this total thrust
ten is plotted over the range of possible power divisions (or tail-pipe
pressure ratios). Data are shown for normal operation es well as for
each of the three augmentation schemes. Optimum tln%st values occur for
each of the methods; the magnitude of this opthmzm varies, of tourse,
with the value of propeller-plus-gear afYiciency as well as with the
metid of augmentation. The ratio of the optimum thrust with augmenta-
tion to the opthnum thrust with normal operation, both for the same
propeller-plus-geer efficiency, is defhmd as the augmmted thrust ratio
for the particular efficiency involved. I
. .
—. —. . .
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Reference Engine Augnented Performance
.
l?ffectof propeller-plus-gear efficiency. - me au~ent~ t~t
ratios for the reference engine at a typical flight condition (a Mach
riumberof 0.9 at 35,000-ft altitude) are shown i= figure 3 as a function
of the propeller-plus-gear efficiency. The augmented thrust ratio with
tail-pipe burning is larger than that tith water injection for compressor-
plus-gear .#ficienciea lower than 0.78 for this flight condition. The
percentage thrust augmentation from the combined methds for this flight
condition is approximately 15 percent greater than the sum of the augmen-
tations available from the two methods applied separately, regamiless of
the conversion efficiency. The au~nt~ thrust ratio with compressor-
inlet water injection is independent of the propeller-plus-gesr effi-
ciency in the range covered, whereas the augmentation ratio with either
tail-pipe burning or the ccnubinationof both methods varies inversely es
the efficiency (the actual thrust values vsry directly as the efficiency,
however, as can be seen by reference to fig. 2). The oonstancy of the
augmented thrust ratio with water injection for varying propeller-plus-
gear efficiency can be explained as follows: H the propeller-plus-gear
efficiency decreases, the opthnun value of the tail-pipe pressure ratio
increases (fig. 2)0 At the higher tail-pipe pressure ratio, the percen*-
~ LMQpOdZitiOII of tie shaft power fncre~es & sh~ in figure 1, but
concurrently, a smallm portion of the total engine output is derived fran
the shaft. These two changes are compensatory,with the result that the
au~nted thrust ratio is essentially independent of the propeller-plus-
gesr efficiency=
Qynentati onbytail-pipe burning alone end in ccmibinationwith
water injection may he more attractive as compEQ?edwith water-injection
augmentation M the probable changes in propeller efficiency accompany-
ing augmentation by each of the methds are included. The probable trends
in propeller efficiency can be predictei from figure 4, where the ratio
of the shaft power with augmentation to the normal shaft power is plotted.
The power transmitted to the propeller titi au~nted operation at opti-
mum power division is apprmqtely 33 percent above normal with water
injection, approximately normal witi combined operatim, @ about
30 percent below nomnaltifi tail-pipe bw’ning. The increased propellm
loading accompanyingwater-injection augmentationmey therefore decrease
the propeller efficiency.
J!Yfectof flight condition on augmented perfomnemce. - The augmented
thrust ratio for the reference engine characteristics is presented in fig-
ure 5 as a function of altitude Xd flight Mach nuniber. With compressor-
inlet water injection,’the augmentation varies direotly with the ldachnum-
ber and inversely as the altitude. At sea level, the augmentation increases
from just greater than 50 peroent at lowllach nunibersto 95 percent at a
Maohnmh= of 0.9. At 35,0m feet, me a-ntation @ 22 percent at a
Mach nmiber of 0.6 and 43 percent at a~ch n~er of 1.1. Altio@ not
.
———.__ —. . —z ——. .—.—— .——- --
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shown on figure 5, the mgnsntation at altitudes above 35,000 feet is
approximately equal to that at 35,000 feet. There is, h~ever, a sli@t
increase with altitude above the tropopause because the constant temper-
ature with a decreasing pressure in this range results in a propofiion-
ately hi@mr vapor partial pressure with a resultant slight increase in
the vapor-air ratios attainable in the compressor and hence a slight
increase in au+yentation.
,-
.
The aqnted thrust ratio for tail-pipe burning is greatly effected
by variations in Mach number, but is less sensitive to altitude changes
than is the ratio for water injection. Tail-pipe burning is most effec-
tive at low altitudes but is mch less effective tier these conditions
then is water injection. The medmnnn a~tation obtained with tail-
pipe burning is 58 pedcent, and occurs at a Mach number of 0.9 at sea
level; under these conditions water injection @ves an augmentation of
95 percent. Only in the transonic speed range at altitudes near the tro-
popause does the augmentation from tail-pipe burning compete with that
from compressor-inletwatac injection. For all lower speeds”and alti-
tudes, water injection is mch s~mior for maximum thrust augmentation.
In the transonic speed range at an altitude of 35,000 feet, the aug-
mentation from the combined methods is about 15 to 20 percent greater
than the sum of the augmentationsfrom the two imiividual methmis, the
augmentation ratio varying from 1.75 at a Mach number of 0.9 to 2.06 at
a Mach nunibera!?1.1.
The liquid-consmption characteristicsof the turbine-propeller
engine cycle both with and withoti augmentation are shown in figures 6
and 7 as functions of the flight condition. The liquid consumption used
are those correspondingto the optimum ditiion of power for each of the
conditions shown when a propeller-plus-gear efficiency of 0.80 is used.
The augnented liquid ratio (total fuel flow plus injected coolant flow
divided by the normal.fuel flow) is given in figure 6. The augmnted
liqtid ratio @i%its characteristicssimilar to those of the augmented
thrust ratio, increasingwith Mach number and decreasing as the altitude
is increased. For water injectf~, tie awnted lf!lufdratio ~ies
from about 3.8 to 9.6 for the range investigated. With tail-pipe burning,
the a~ented fuel (or liquid) consumption is always lower than that for
water injection at the same flight condition and varies from 3.5 to 4.5
times the normal fuel consumption for all the conditions investigated.
The increase in liquid consumption with combined augmentation is approx-
imately equal to the sum of the increases for the individual methods
applid separately. At an altitude of 35,000 feet In the transonic speed
range, the ratio for the conibinedaugmnti%ion is about 7.3 to 8.2.
The specific liquid consumption for normal and au~ented operation
is presented in figure 7. This parameter is basti on the total propul-
sive thrust computed for a propeller-plus-gear efficiency of O.80; this
,,
I
.. I
.
._ .—. .
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propulsive thrust is defined as the sum of the jet thrust and the propel-
ler thrust at a shaft-to-thrust conversion efficiency of 0.80 less the
momentum drag of the tilet *. For normal operation, the thrust speci-
fic fuel consumption for the range investigated lies between 0.5 and 1.0
pound per hour per pound thrust. With tail-pipe hzrntig, the specific
fuel consumption mies from a%out 1.6 to 2.6 pounds per hour per pound
thrust and, with wdter injection, the specific liquid consumption v~ies
from about 1.6 to over 4.5 pounds per hour per poud thrust over the
range shown. Jn the transonic speed range at an.altitude d 35,000 feet,
where the augmented thrust gains are approximately equal, the tail-pipe-
burning epecil?icftielconsumption is considerably lower than the specific
liquid consumption with water injection. The specific liquid consumption
ti~ combined au~ntation is about 3.0 to 3.6 pounds per hour per pound
thrust in the transonic speed range at an altitude of 35,000 feet.
The water-injection data of figures 5 to 7 were calculated for the
injection d water alone. As the inlet temperature for part of the flight
range shown is below the freezing petit, a nonfreezing mixture must be
f3ulstituted for the water. The effect of such a change in the injected
fluid is not investigated in this analysis, but it may be essumed that
the same general results would arise from the substitution in the turbine-
propell,eren-gineas in the turbojet engine. According to references 1
and 3, the substitution aF water-alcohol mixtures has slight effect on
the perfo~ce of a turbojet engine with liquid injection except to
decrease the fuel flow required as comperd with that necessary when
water alone is injectd. ~ a nonfreezing mldmre of alcohol and water
in the correct proportion were used for injection, no ticreaae in fuel
flow above the normal value would be necessery, as the heat of ccaibustion
of the alcohol would compensate for the greater enthalpy rfie across the
combustor requtied with the lower compressor-outlettemperatures and
changed gas properties in the combustor that accompany this method of
augmnt ation.
AS stated previously, the data of figures 5 to 7 are based on a
propeller-plus-gear efficiency of 0.80. For a dflferent value of this
efficiency, or for a scheduled variation with Mach ntier, tie relative
merits of tail-pipe burning and compressor-inlet injection as discussed
in the preceding paragraphs would be essentially unaltered, as figure 3
shows. For a mderate range of efficiencies about the value of 0.80,
the a-ntation with water injection would remain essentially constant
and that~with tail-pipe burning would vary only a few percent. (This
result would also be true for Mach numbers and altitudes other than
those of fig. 3.) Therefore, the major conclusio~ ~mm fr~ fi~es 5
to 7, which exe based on rather lsrge Percentage augmentations, would
still be applicable.
10
EPfect of Design Change-s
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Component efficiencies.
- The effect of changes in compressor and
turbine polytropic efficiencies on the augmented thrust ratio for a Mach
number of 0.9 at an altitude of 35,000 feet is shown in fi~e 8. ~i.
ciencies & 0.88 ~a 0.83 are considered. (The compressor polytroplc
efficiency is the normal value. With water injection, the act~ effi-
ciency is decreased because of the evaporative cooling.) With water
injection, the aqnted thrust ratio for an engine ha-g a normal com-
pressor efficiency of 0.83 is about 0.06 greater than for an engine with
an efficiency of 0.88, whereas with tail-pipe burning, the ratio is only
slightly greater fa the lower efficiency. The variation of augmentation
with turbine efficiency is greatm; with water injection, the auglented
thrust ratio is from 0.20 to 0.25.greater for the efficiency of 0.83 than
for 0.88, and with tail-pipe burning the ratio is about 0.07 higher for
the lower efficiency value. The changes resulting from compressor d
turlxlneefficiency variations are relatively independent of the value of
propeller-plus-gear efficiency.
Although the augmented thrust ratio increases with a decrease In
either compressor or turbine efficiency, the thrust in either case
decreases, as cen be seen %Y compering figures l(b), l(i), md l(j). me
increase in augmentation ratio merely indicates that the decreeseilcom-
ponent efficiency decreases the unaqnted thrust proportionately more
than the augmented thrust.
Normal compressor pressure ratio. - The effect on augmentd thrust
ratio of wiations in the normal compressor pressure ratio is shown in
figure 9 for a Mach mmiber of 0.9 at an altitude of 35,000 feet. For
loth augmentation by water injection and by tail-pipe burning, the aug-
mentation ratio varies approximateely ltiearly with the normal oompressor
pressure ratio. With water injection, the augmentation at a pressure
ratio of 16 is about 3.7 times the augmentation at a pressure ratio of
4. With tail-pipe burning, the au~ntation at a pressure ratio of 16
is 1.5 to 1.7 times that at a pressure ratio of 4. Because the augmen-
tation with water injection is independent of propellar-plm-gem effi-
ciency, whereas mat wfth tail-pipe b~~g ~ies ~~erse~ ~th ‘he
efficiency, the rekti= aqnt~ t~usts attainable by the two methods
at different normal pressure ratios are dependent on the conversion effi-
ciency. A% a pressure ratio of 5, eqzal au~ntations result if the
propell=-plw-ge= efficiency is 0.9 and at lower efficiencies tail-pipe
lwrning offers greater augmentation. At a pressure ratio of 16, equal
aqntations result when the efficiency is 0.6 and water injection is
the Dre effective method for any hipjmr efficiency.
Turbine-inlet temperature. - Augmentation available with turbine-
inlet temperatures from 1500° to 3000° R is shown in figure 10. A Mach
numiberof 0.9 and an altitude of 35,000 feet were used in obtaining the
,,
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data presented. Augmentation available by the use of tail-pipe burning
decreases rapidly as the turbine-inlet temperature is increas~. This
trend results from the decreased tail-pipe fuel addition required for
the assured constant jet-exit total temperature as the turbine-inlet
temperature (and concurrently the turbine-exit temperature) is increased.
The au~ntation with water injection I_U@wise decreases with increasing
turbine-inlet temp~ature, but much less rapidly. As a result, water
injection awntation becomes superior relative to tail-pipe burning es
the turbine-inlet temperature is increased.
Although tie agtatiozi ratios decrease with increasing turbine-
inlet temperature, the normal thrust and the au@ented thrusts all
increase with turbine-inlet temperature as figures l(b) and l(h) show.
Evaporation Effectivenesti
1 For all the data presentd. previousQ, complete evaporation of all
the water injected.into the engine inlet, centinuous saturation up to
the compressor outlet, and no excess water above the compressor-outlet
saturation quantity were =s~a. Supplemental calculations were made
1 to evaluate the effects of deviations from these assmptio~, ~d me
results are presented in figure Xl.. Because the principal effect of
water injection appeem in the shaft power rather than in the jet thrust
(see fig. 1), and the shaft power contribution to the total.engine out-
put when operating with optimum ditision of power is proportionately
b greatest at static conditions, ses-level static engine-inlet conditions
were chosen for the calculations.
In figw’e 11, the augment~sh~ power ratio for complete arpansion
in the turbine, which approximates the optimum division of power under
zero rem conditions, is plotted against the total water-air ratio for two
assumed evaporation conditions. The solid curve represents continuous
saturation during compression with the entire water addition occurring
at the compressor inlet. The circled point at m = 0.075 represents
compressor-outlet saturation (that is, the condition assumed for all
previously presentd water-injection data). The dmhed curve represents
the @lit ion of all water at the compressor inlet but with no evaporation
during compression. In both cases continuous temperdure equilibrium
between any liquid water prese~ during compression and the air-vapor
mixture w- 8.ss-. These two conditions represent the possille extrames
of evaporation effectiveness.
I@om the solid curve it M apparent that the relative effactiveness
of water injection (aqsuming complete evaporation during compression of
the water injected.)decreases slightly es the amount of water injected
.. increases to the quantity reqxlr~ for compressor-outlet saturation.
. .. ——...—. .. ———. — — .— —— —— -— .— —--— .-— ----
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The augmentation with no evaporation is from 40 to 50 percent of
that for continuous saturation for water-ah ratios up to the saturation
value. For higher water-air rtiios,
.
the difference decreases until at a
ratio of 0.15 the mi~ augmentation is 81 percent of the maximum aug-
mentation. Because the augmentation tith no evaporation is a large por-
tion of the augmentation with complete evaporation and any degree of
evaporation WOtia give an augentat ion intermediate between tiese two
artremes, qerimental values might be expected to approach fairly closely
the theoretical values for centinuous saturation. g
The _bre@ in the augmentation curves of figure 11 can be explained
in the following manner. The iqlection of a given amount M water
results h the same increa8e in mass flow and compressor pressure ratio
(%ecause the turbine-inlet temperature is constant, the turbine nozzles
are choked and the engine-inlet gaa flow is independent of evaporation
during compression) whether the water evaporates during compression or
not. Both these inoresses tend to increase the engine output; the aug-
mentation resulting fran ticreases in these two factors is represented
by the dashed curve. If evaporation occurs during compression, less work
is required to produce a given pressure ratio. Consequently, more of the
turbine power appears as shaft puwer, tith a further augmentation of the
engine power. This factor gives rise to the difference between the two i
curves of figure 11. AS the amount of water injected is incre=ed, the
evaporative coo13ng becmes less effective in augenting the engine as .
compared with the increase in mass flow and pressme ratio and the PCS-
sibie spread in augmentation with
sion therefore decre- es.
Variation of
For the data presented up to
degree of evaporation during comp~es-
blet Conditions
this point, IUICAstandard altitude con-
ditions of pressure end temperature and a relative humidity of 1.0 have
been assumed. The efiects of variations in these quemtities on the
compressor-wet water-injection augmentation were evaluated and the
results are presented in figure I-2. The augmented shaft power ratio at
static inlet conditions with complete expansion in the turbine is given
as a function cd?pressure altitude for relative humidities of O and 1.0
with adient temperatures af 550° end 580° R and @th the IWIOAstandard
altitude temperature veriation. With the stendan3 temperature variation,
the effect of htidity is slight; tie augnented shaft power ratiO iS
about 1.48 with a humidity of 1.0, and 1.52 wtth a humidity of O at sea
level. E&h the augmented power ratio and the humidity effect decrease
with increasing altitude. At the higher constant temperatures @ humid-
ity of 1.0, the augmented.power ratio is unaffected by chenges in pres-
sure altitude, the augmentation ratio being about 1.62 at 550° R and 1.70
at 580° R. With zero relative humidity and constemt temperature, the
aufyrmntationincrem es ti~ press~ altitude as the constent vapor
,.
— .._- —_ — .— —. ——— _
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partial pressure gives rise to a higher inlet vapor-air ratio, greatar
cooling at the compressor inlet, and a largm inoreese in inlet gas flow
at the hi@er pressure altitudes. For the temperature of 550° R, aug-
mentation at zero humidity is 0.05 to 0.08 greater than with ambient
saturation. The correqonding di3’ferencewith a temperature of 580° R
is from oo13 to 0.17.
{
lhasmuoh as NAOA standail atmosphere conditions have been assumed
in previously presented data end the effect of hunidity is greatest with
statio inlet conditions, it is apparent that the effeot of humidity on
the conclusions stated heretofore is negligible.
Take-Off Performance with Water Injection
One probable application of water injection augmentation for the
turbine-propeller engine is to maintain take-off performance under con-
ditions of adverse snibienttemperature or from a&ports located at alti-
tudes considerably above sea leve}. The effemotivenessof water injection
in maintaining sea-level standazxltake-off perfomanoe oan be estimated
using the data of figure 12. The data for a relative hmnidity of 1.0
for the three different temperature relations are replotted h figure 13.
Ihstead of the augmented shaft power ratio the ratio of the au~nted
shaft power at the conditions speoified to the normal shaft power at
ITACAsea level standemd conditions is given. ‘Rulefaotor therefore
includes the effects of ohange in density (and therefore engine mass flow)
due to temperature and pressure variation, as well as the changes in aug-
mentation ratio depictkl by figure 12. At a given pressure altitude, the
power available decreases as the ambient temperature increases, indicat-
ing that the greatw augmentation at high temperatures (fig. 12) is insuf-
ficient to compensate for the deorease in mass flow accompanying
increasing inlet temperatures. By using ccqressor-ipld water injection
with cmpressor-outlet saturation, normal sea-level engine power can be
maintained for pressure altitudes up to 7500 feet with an ambient tem-
perature of 580° R or up to 10,000 feet with IUK!Astandard altitude con-
ditions. These figures me for mbient saturation; for lower relative
h-ity, water-injeotion augmentationwould be even mdre effective in
maintaining nomal take-~f performance, as is apparent from figure 12.
SUMMARY OF RESUTXS
The theoretical analysis of the aqntd performance of a multi-
stage axial-flow compressor turbine-propeller engine indicatal that large
_ntations result frmn either cmnpressor-inletwater injection or tail-
pipe burning ad that their combination is more effective than either
applied sepsrately. The augmentation from either compressor-inlet water
injection or tail-pipe burning varied direotly with the compressor pres-
sure ratio end inversely as the turbine-inlet temperature, compressor
efficiency, or turbine efficiency.
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!Thefollowing augmentation characteristicswere detemined with an
assumed propeller-plus-gear efficiency of 0.8 for a reference engine
hating an unaqnted pressure ratio of 8 “compressor and turbine poly-
.
~
tropio efficiencies (without augmentation of 0.88, and a turbine-inlet
tempcmature of 2000° R.
~1. With compressor-inletwater h jection providing compressor-otilet
saturation, thrust augmentation at sea level vniea. from about 50 percent
at 10TT dmpeeds to 95 percent at a Mach nuaiberof 0.9.
,,
The augmentation
vsried from 22 to 43 percent for Maoh nuuibersof 0.6 to 1.1 at an altitude
of 35,000 feet. Liquid flows varied from 3.8 to 9.6 thnes the normal fuel
flow over the flight range investigated.
2. With tail-pipe burning to a temperature of 3500° R, thrust aug-
mentation aE great aa 58 percent was obtained. ThiEmeximmn value
occurrei at a I&ah number of 0.9 at sea level, where water injection gave “
an a-ntation d 95 percent. ‘I!hrustaugmentation comparablewith that
frcnnwater injection was o%tained only in the transonic speed range at
an altitude d about 35,000 feet. Under all other conditions water injec-
tion was superior. xt~ fuel flti ~wied fr~ 3.5 to 405 and were
always lower than the augmented liquid flow with water injection at the 1
ssme flight oondition.
3. When the two methds were used in cmibination, the a~tations .
were greater than additive, giving augmentations of 75 to 106 percent in
the transonic speed range at an altitude of 35,000 feet. The liquid flW
increases of the two methods were additive and the resultant liquid flows
for their conibinationwere from 7.3 to 8.2 times the norgml.fuel flow.
4. A large part of the maximum au@entation with vater injeotion
would result even if no evaporation occmred during compression.
5. Variations in aribientrelative humidity had slight effect on the
degree of aqntation with water injection, particularly at temperatures,
near IWICAstandard values.
6. Water injeotionwith compressor-outletsaturation maintdned take-
off power correspondingto ItACAstandti sea-level conditions to pressure
altitudes as high as 7500 feet with *ient temperatures up to 580° R.
Lewis Flight I&opulsion Labortiory
IWticmal Advisory Committee for Aaonautics
Cleveland, Ohio, November 1, 1951
.
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SYM801S
The following symboh are wed in the oalculatiom amd the figures:
*ust-nozzle thrust ooeffioient
speotfio heat at constant pressure,
drag, lb
thrust, lb
fuel-ah ratio
-/(lb) (%)
aooeleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/seo2
lover heating value of fuel, I%@
enthdpy, B+az/lb
shaft horsepower
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu
Maoh nmber
vapor-air ratio
total pressure, lb/sq M absolute
static pressure, lb/sq ft absolute
gas oonstant, ft-lb/(lb)(%)
total temperature, %
static temperature,
mass flow, lb/seo
ratio of speoifio heats
incremental value
effioie?loy
.
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16
* function of
,
J
c~ m, W1/(Ul) (~)9
T
(hg-~) (l+f)
‘#h f , B@%
Subscripts:
a
B
b
c
e
f
g
,i
J
P
t
-v
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
tail-pipe burner
combustion
compressor
engine
fuel
combustion gas
inlet
Jet
poly-tropic
turbine .
water vapor
szibientah?
engine dif’fuser inlet
compresscm inlet
compressor outlet
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;,
turbtie inlet
turbine outlet
tail-pipe nozzle
.
inlet
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~ntd Eugine
The compressor-inlettotal pressure was obtained from,the relation
The mrresponding
equation
The momentum drag
Y2 = po + 0.92(P1-Po)
‘l=po[’~$fi
compressor-inlettaperature was
T2=to[+Z#M~
(Bl)
(B2)
obtained frcm the
(B3)
of the inlet air flow was given by the relation
,,
A value of 53.35 foot-pounds per pound per OR
The compressor perfomnence was evaluated
ence 5, using the equation
~a,3 = ga,2 + ‘ga,c
where
(B4)
was used for Ra.
by the metihodEof refer-
(B5)
and the
ature.
oherts of reference 5 to determine the compressor-outlet temper-
The enthalpy rise aoross the compressor waa then computed from
tia)c = ha,3 - ha,2 (B7)
The fuel-air ratio for a particular turbine-inlet temperature was-
determined from the relation
,’
.
_ —. -..——— .— .—. . ._._
— . . .. _.__. .
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fe =
given in reference 50
‘aj4 - ‘a,3
~,e ~ - ha,4 - ~h,# + hf
The turbine perfommmce was
~g,s =
AQg,+ =
evaluated.using the relatione
~g,4 + @g, t
(B8)
(B9)
(B1O)
with an =S-a value of 53.4 for ~ to determine the turbine-outlet
oondition for valueE of P5/P4. The enthalpy change across the turbine
~ then Ohtainea as
Ahg,t = hg,s - hg,4 (Bll)
The engine shaft power was evaluated frcnn
QQ. LWa r550 %,t 1(l+fe) - Aha,c (B12)
The jet thrust was calculated from the equation
for caees where the pressure ratio across the jet nozzle waa subcritical
end from the equation for a convergent nozz16
1
(B14)
.
.
I
,,.
.
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$or suPeroritical Pressure ratios. A value of 53.4 was used for Rj in
equations (B13) and (B14), average values of 7 were eqploycd.,and I@~
was
for
obtaimed from the pressure ratios across the precding oompofients.
Tail-Pipe Burning
All quantities calculated up to the turbine outlet were the same as
the unawntd engine.
The tail-pipe fuel-air ratio was calculated frcm
(l+fe)(ha 6-ha$5) + ‘e(’!’h,6-’!h,5)
f~ z=
—
(B15),—–,
The jet thrust was calculated from
tution Of 3500 for T5, (fe + fB) for
the adjudmmnt of the values of y for
By including the tail-pipe friction and
was obtained from Po/P5.
equation (B13) with the substi-
Water Injection
The compressor performance values were
ence 6, or were calculated by the methcd of
‘e> P@6 for PO/P5, ami with
the higher tail-pipe-temperatures.
moment~ press~e mops, po/Y6
either obtained
that reference.
from r&er-
The fuel-air ratio was given by the equation
‘a,4 - ‘a,3 %5(%,4 - %,3)
f_ = + (B16)
The remaining portion of the oycle was
manner as for the unaugmented engine except
account for the water vapor where requhed..
necessary:
(1) Equation (B9) was ohemged to “
oalculatd in the same
that tams were added to
The following changes wae
+m3qT4+1+m3+fe
~g,5 = ~g,4 l+fe l+fe Aqg+v),t (B17)
— ______ _____ .—
.20
(2) The value OY ~ (for equation (B1O)) was
(l+fe)53.4 + ~ X 85.8
%= l+ fe+m3
(3) Equation (En) becsme
% (%,5-% 4)
~g,t = hg,5 - hg,4 + l+fe
NACATN 2672
.
(B18)
(B19)
(4) In equation (B13), (1 + fe + q) was substituted for (1 + fe)
and the average value of 7 was lased on the properties of the combustion
ga8-water vapor mixture.
The
from the
The
The
Water Injection Plus T,ail-YipeBurning
performance with combined methods of augnentation wss derimxl
performance with water injection.
tail-pipe fuel-air ratio was obtained from
(l+fe)(ha ~-ha,5) + ‘e(~h,6-b,5) + %(%,6-%)5) ~B20)
‘B =
.%,BE - ‘a,6 - &,6 ‘hf ~b,B E
jet thrust was determined’in the manner explalned for tail-pipe-
bUI’d.IIga-ntdion; (fe+fB~ ) w sub~titut~ for (fe+fB) @ ‘e
water-va~or content was considered in determining 7.
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and method of augmentation.Referenceenginecharacteristicspropeller-
plus-gesxefficiency,O.W).
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Figure 12. - Effect of ambient conditionson augmented shaft pwer
ratio. Reference engine characteristics;flight Mach number, O.
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Figure 13. - Effect of ambient conditionson ratio of augmented shaft
power to normal sea-level standard shaft ~wer. Reference engine
characteristics flight Mach number, O.
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